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the 2009 book, the car book, by william blunden, new york: mcgraw-hill, originally published in 1961,
said that as of 2009 there were 88 million cars and light trucks in the us and the us auto industry
had just passed the 100 million mark for the first time. the 2010 book, the car bible, by bill porter,
new york: random house, originally published in 2000, said that there were 112 million cars and light
trucks in the us in 2009 and that the auto industry would pass the 140 million mark in 2010. the
2013 book, how cars work, by bill porter, new york: harper collins, originally published in 2004, said
that there were 157 million cars and light trucks in the us in 2013 and that total vehicle sales for the
us auto industry were up 4.4 percent in 2012 over 2011. porter said that the us auto industry “is on
the rebound,” but that the industry faces “extreme challenges,” including the need for “significant
government help, in the form of infrastructure spending and tax incentives to spruce up the
infrastructure.” job description the auto parts employee handbook is a free pdf guide for your
company. this handbook is for your employees to use in their day to day operations and should be
made available to each employee. the pdf can be read by anyone and is easy to use. the handbook
is in pdf format to enable the reader to navigate and print a copy to be used by your employees. the
pdf can also be viewed by your employees on any computer or mobile device in a pdf reader. it is
important to note that all pages are listed in the table of contents. the table of contents is in the first
page of the handbook. the table of contents provides the location of each section on the page.
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After Choate returned to Advance in December, she made several complaints, including: that a
former employee, Sandra Klein, had used her position as general manager to demand a raise, that
Klein had called Choate "difficult" when Choate fired her; and that Klein and her boyfriend, Elliott

Dockery, had used company money to buy a truck. None of Choate's complaints, however,
constituted a violation of Advance's policy. Nor did any of the complaints violate Advance's policy

against discrimination. When Choate complained about Klein, Advance's human-resources
department found no evidence Klein had violated any of Advance's policies. (The department found

that Klein had asked for a raise after being terminated but did not rule out meritless complaints
about Klein that Choate made while working at Advance.) When Choate complained that Klein and

Dockery had bought the truck with company money, her supervisor, Mattson, obtained a report from
Advance's accountant that showed the couple's paychecks had not been credited with the amount of

money spent on the truck. Mattson regarded the truck purchase as a minor infraction, and he
decided not to discipline Klein and Dockery. (Disciplinary action may have violated Advance's policy

against retaliation.) He also did not believe Choate's complaints about Klein's performance and
behavior constituted discrimination. In his view, the purchase of the truck and the purchase of

alcohol by Klein and Dockery were permissible because they were "made from company funds, not
private funds," and Advance had not forbidden its employees from buying alcohol for personal

consumption. 5ec8ef588b
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